The Java Community Process
Supplemental Contributor License Agreement (“SCLA”)
You have executed this Supplemental Contribution License Agreement in order to
supplement the intellectual property licenses granted by you with respect to those JSRs
which refer to this SCLA. These additional grants will be made by all Members
represented on the subject Expert Group, including the Spec Lead, and by all other JCP
Members who have signed this SCLA (collectively, the “Participating Members”). Any
capitalized terms used in this SCLA but not defined herein have the meaning provided to
them in Your Java Specification Participation Agreement (“JSPA”) (or in Your Individual
Expert Participation Agreement (“IEPA”), if appropriate) with Sun Microsystems.
References to the “Specification” in this SCLA include the final Java Specification
approved by the JCP Process for the subject JSRs and any draft Specifications as
evidenced by a written draft exchanged within the subject Expert Groups.
Copyright Grants
You hereby grant to each other Participating Member a perpetual, non-exclusive,
worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, sub-licensable, and irrevocable license under any
copyright rights You currently have or may acquire in the future, to reproduce, prepare
derivative works of, display, perform, distribute and sublicense Your Contributions and
such derivative works to create, test, and distribute whole or partial implementations of
the Specifications.
Trade Secrets
You represent that You have no Trade Secret or other confidentiality interest in any of
the subject Specifications.
Patent Grants
You hereby grant to each other Participating Member a non-exclusive, non-transferable,
non-sublicensable, worldwide patent license to Your patent claims whose infringement
cannot be avoided in a technically feasible manner when implementing a draft or final
Specification for the subject JSR produced while you are a Participating Member. This
grant is effective twenty (20) days after the draft or final Specification is produced if You
still are a Participating Member, and will survive for any particular patent claim only for
so long such claim remains essential to implementing the most current Specification
(draft or final) as the Specification may be evolved within the JSR. The scope of this
patent grant is to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import, and otherwise transfer compatible
implementations (either within or outside the Licensor Name Space) of the most current
Specification (draft or final) as it may be evolved within the JSR, provided however, that
this grant shall not cover implementations in the Licensor Name Space unless such
implementation is capable of passing the TCK for such Specification. If, assuming that
the relevant draft Specification were to be adopted unchanged as a Final Specification,
You would be obligated under Your JSPA to license this patent claim royalty-free, this
patent grant shall also be royalty-free and fully paid up, otherwise, this patent grant is
subject to other reasonable and non-discriminatory terms, such as reasonable royalties,
consistent with the JSPA.
Open Source Grants
If the Spec Lead has committed in writing that one or both of the RI and TCK are to be
published by the Spec Lead under an identified OSI recognized open source license
(see http://www.opensource.org/licenses/index.php), Your Contributions to the open source RI

and/or TCK, in addition to the grants made above, are made under the terms of the
identified open source license.
The grants and commitments in this SCLA are cumulative and supplement the grants
and commitments made in Your JSPA (or in your IEPA, if appropriate) with Sun
Microsystems and do not impair Your rights to use your own Contributions for any other
purpose. Grants and commitments in this SCLA survive termination of this SCLA and of
the subject JSR, except that any patent grants that have not yet become effective
because less than twenty (20) days have passed since the draft or final Specification
has been produced shall terminate.
If you have not already done so, please complete and send an original signed SCLA to
Attn: Naresh Revanuru, BEA Systems, 15th Floor, 235 Montgomery Street, San
Francisco, CA, 94104. Please read this document carefully before signing and keep a
copy for your records.
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